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 Piper uses real-life illustrations and sensitive narrative showing readers abundant reason to hope
that God will draw them out of the pit of despair and into the light once again. Readers will gain
insight in to the physical part of unhappiness and spiritual darkness, what it means to wait around
on the Lord in a period of darkness, how unconfessed sin can clog our pleasure, and how to
minister to others who are living without light. It could happen due to sin, satanic assault, distressing
conditions, or hereditary and various other physical causes. In When the Darkness WON'T Lift, John
Piper aims to give some comfort and guidance to those going through spiritual darkness." John
Piper Actually the most faithful, focused Christians can encounter intervals of melancholy and
spiritual darkness when joy seems to stay simply out of reach."It really is utterly crucial that in our
darkness we affirm the wise, strong hand of God to carry us, even when we have no strength to
hold him.
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Helpful, thank you This book is quite ideal for me as a Christian that battles life long depression.
Highly recommended. I was convinced that my life was a mistake and God didn't really care at all,
simply wishing I possibly could die more often than not. I must say i liked that Piper gave
unhappiness the complexity it was due and didn't claim that all melancholy was sin related, yet still
also provided hard, tangible truths that somebody struggling could really hold on to. I am a doctor
and have given this book to ... We am a doctor and also have given this reserve to numerous
patients with melancholy. Piper is at his best when he is seeking to the Bible to handle the heart.
This book is a great tool to possess in the toolbox. This publication has provided me some wish that
God does like and care about me and my boy. Another excellent source. She didn't have anything
tragic happen to cause it, she's just always had chronic depression since she was an adolescent.
She said this book doesn't do a good job of admitting that chronic unhappiness is actual and that
not everyone who's depressed are that way due to previous illness like malignancy. It also runs on
the single study to suggest that medication isn't the answer, despite the fact that that goes against
all the other research out there that says that medication along with counselling is the greatest
option for chronically depressed people. Fight to get back to where you start to see the sunlight
once again. I guess I'll keep looking. a theology of depression It has always appeared to me that
John Piper, in many regards, understands major depression or melancholy much better than many
pastors do. Maybe for the reason that he provides admitted his very own tendencies to struggle
through some dark nights. Once the Darkness Will Not Lift (2006), a short, 79-page book that was
originally appended to some other reserve When I don't Desire God was cure he offered to the
issue of melancholy.. It had been a blessing to read. Piper recognizes that old writers frequently
have much to state about the Christian lifestyle.Piper has a particular method of knitting theology
alive. He applies his understanding of the nature and character of God to the individual condition.
While this is a strength, I fear that lots of people, especially in the throes of major depression, may
miss the application of theology with their daily life. Five Stars this book is very helpful Another
excellent resource. Backed up a whole lot with Bible verses. Very useful information on a very
sensitive and complicated subject. I think it was written with a whole lot of idea and backed up quite
consistently with Bible verses. Some very good factors were manufactured in this publication, that if
you ask me, a depressed Christian, as I would put it, this provided me some Biblical, practical input
on how to better deal with plenty of this." That publication is also excellent but it can be a broader
treatment of the problem of spiritual discouragement than this little volume. Marc Trainor. There's
grace to meet us in our days of despair and he reminds his visitors that the love of Christ is
definitely ever-present in each chapter. Excellent work. I work with people every day who are
struggling with depression and some who have attempted or taken into consideration suicide. I
simply want to say to those that struggle that it will get better with time. Sadly, this will be yet
another book that fails to address chronic melancholy through a Christian Perspective. I think it's
actually the perfect length for someone going right through a dark spell with small motivation to read
a long, dense book. Sweet expect the broken and battling We deeply appreciated Piper's
composing: the practical exhortations and his capability to clearly lay out and illustrate truth and
hope. New Hope The darkness still hasn't lifted but I no longer feel alone and hopeless. In particular,
he brings up the smart writings of Richard Baxter, John Bunyan, and John Newton, to mention a
few. ?? Great work of literature for your body of Christ. Soli Deo Gloria A Brief and Engaging Work
on Spiritual Discouragement This book is an expansion on the last portion of another Piper book,
"When I Don't Desire God. I think it's worth the money. "When the Darkness WON'T Lift" is more
rooted in the practical outworkings of the fight for pleasure. Each has mentioned this publication
helps I also have problems with depression and it is difficult to find books about depression created



from a christian view who truly understand how difficult depression makes life Short and profound
This book is super short but really profound. I have tried countless medications, therapies, TMS,
ECT and I'm still chaos. Having said that, my desire is certainly that more people would understand
the significance of our thinking about God and how it could have a profound effect on how we live,
even in the midst of darkness. Very helpful information on an extremely sensitive .In traditional style,
Piper harkens back again to anyone who has gone before him, particularly the Puritans, in
understanding depression.. #JohnnyPipes4L Doesn't address Chronic Depression I bought this for
my wife who is suffering from Chronic Depression. Well-planned. Also used toward completing the
necessary CEU's.
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